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HOW THE BIOMAT® WORKS 
The Biomat has three primary therapeutic components, each of which 
contributes to the effectiveness of the product.  These therapeutic components 
are: 

• The generation of Far Infrared Rays (FIR) 
• The generation of Negative Ions 
• Focusing this energy through a matrix of Amethyst Crystal 

 
The deep penetrating power of Far Infrared Rays stimulates every system of the 
body from the inside out. As Infrared is radiated into the body, it resonates with 
the frequencies of organic molecules and cells causing them to vibrate, heat up 
and expand.  In turn, blood vessels, capillaries, nerve endings and organelles 
expand, making the body feel fully charged and energized in just the same way a 
bell struck at regular intervals vibrates and moves faster and faster. This causes 
a net increase in metabolism helping cells to divide faster, nervous signals to 
move faster and healing to occur at a much accelerated rate. 

The Negative Ions stimulate cell membranes of the body causing their ion 
channels to become active. This helps to alkalize all cells by removing cellular 
waste and toxins. Negative Ions also convert cells from “Fight or Flight” (Stress) 
mode, to Reproductive, Normal Functioning (Happy) Mode causing a sense of 
Deep Relaxation in the mind and body. Just as negative ions clean our air, they 
also clean out our cells. 

Amethyst Crystals have been known to deliver both infrared and negative ions 
naturally.  In this case the Amethyst crystal is not only used to focus the FIR 
energy of the Biomat but also helps to calm and protect the mind and nervous 
system. 

This combination of therapy using FIR and Negative Ions traveling through a 
matrix of amethyst crystal delivers healing frequencies to the body creating a 
unique method of accelerated cellular regeneration which aids in many different 
modalities of healing. 

These therapeutic components of the Biomat works to remove blockages 
creating better communication between the brain, the autonomic and 
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sympathetic nervous systems and all organs of the body to balance and stabilize 
the bodies systems and strengthen the body’s own self-healing power. 

Summary 
Combining the healing properties of far infrared light, negative ions and 
amethyst crystal creates a unique healing environment. To counteract the 
effects of toxins, harmful electromagnetic radiation, stress and illness, regular use 
of the BioMat can bring the body into a state where wellness and recovery and 
relaxation are a part of everyday life. 
Used worldwide since 1997, there are thousands of testimonials from proponents 
of the BioMat attesting to its validity. 

The BioMat Works! 

 

DISCLAIMER This information is not intended to cure, diagnose or treat medical conditions, nor is it a 
substitute for the product user’s guide. Please consult with a physician before beginning this or any 
other new health care program. Any information regarding personal testimonies about Richway 
International’s products does not reflect or represent Richway International’s product claims. These 
statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. 

 


